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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2022, the California legislature passed Assembly 
Concurrent Resolution No. 95 authorizing the 
California Law Revision Commission to study 
potential revisions to California’s state antitrust law.2 
Among the topics the CLRC is studying is whether 
California’s antitrust law should be revised in the 
context of technology companies such that analysis 
of antitr st in r  in that settin  re ects competiti e 
benefits s ch as inno ation and permittin  the 
personal freedom of individuals to start their own 
businesses and not solely whether such monopolies 
act to raise prices.3

The Cartwright Act is California’s primary state 
antitrust law. It was passed in 1907 and appeared 
to be an express attempt to rein in the cartels that 
were rampant in the state at that time.4 The text 
of the Cartwri ht Act is re ecti e of the threats 
to competition that were prevalent at the time of 
its passing: given that cartels dominated industry, 
the Cartwri ht Act tar eted m lti-firm cond ct 

and contained no explicit provision targeting single 
firm cond ct analo o s to ection  of the federal 
Sherman Act.5 Now, over one hundred years later, 
California is again facing serious competition-
related iss es. ather than m lti-firm cartels  the 
threat now comes from sin le-firm cond ct b  
large sprawling technology companies.6 The largest 
technolo  firms are wieldin  their dominance to 
entrench their market power. Indeed, reports by 
federal legislative bodies such as the House Judiciary 
Committee have documented anticompetitive 
practices by technology companies such as acquiring 
nascent competitors and capitalizing on their role 
as gatekeepers to maintain their market power. The 
California antitrust laws should certainly be stiffened 
in response to the growing prevalence of these 
practices and  in partic lar  to acco nt for sin le-firm 
cond ct b  lar e technolo  firms.

There are those, however, who say any such 
expansion of the Cartwright Act should account 
for the competiti e benefits that these technolo  
companies provide. They argue that these 
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companies provide procompetitive values—such 
as fostering innovation and individuals’ freedom 
to start their own businesses—which should be 
considered when meas rin  sin le firm cond ct  in 
addition to whether monopolies raise prices. That 
would, however, dilute any amendment seeking to 
strengthen California’s antitrust laws by targeting 
sin le-firm cond ct and wo ld seem contrar  to the 
original purposes of the Cartwright Act, which is to 
promote competition for not only consumers, but 
also for nascent competitors.7

t is first necessar  to address three reasons wh  
e plicit consideration of procompetiti e benefits of 
sin le-firm cond ct is inconsistent with the p rpose 
and goals of the Cartwright Act. First, courts 
interpreting the Cartwright Act already consider 
competiti e benefits li e inno ation in antitr st 
analysis. Second, inclusion of procompetitive 
benefits in the law pres pposes that the e istin  
California antitrust laws do not suppress innovation 
and the personal freedom of individuals to start 
their own businesses. Third, it presumes that the 
contemporary Cartwright Act framework solely 
focuses on whether an allegedly anticompetitive 
practice affects price. Part I will address each of 
these presumptions and demonstrate why an explicit 
re irement to consider procompetiti e benefits 
is unnecessary.

Second, it is highly unlikely that a nascent innovative 
firm wo ld ha e the mar et power to beha e 
anticompetiti el  in the first place. o an  re ision 
to the law should be careful not to integrate any 
provisions that may inadvertently give larger 
companies a way to inoculate their anticompetitive 
conduct. Indeed, it is not those persons whom the 
antitrust laws are concerned about; rather, it is 
the sprawling mega-corporations whose reach is 
practically boundless in the contemporary digital 
world. As revealed by the House Subcommittee 
on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust, 
Commercial and Administrative Law’s Investigation 
of Competition in Digital Markets, many of the 
largest tech companies have engaged in strategies 
that include acquisition of putative competitors 
in their infancy in order to protect their market 

power. Further, these same companies often use 
their status as gatekeepers of walled gardens to 
collect data from competitors to then advantage 
their own products. Experience has shown that the 
consolidation of technology companies has led to 
a sti in  of inno ation and decreased incenti es 
for those who otherwise may have started their 
own businesses to do so. Part II will highlight some 
examples of this.

Lastly, in light of the rapid growth of the largest 
technology companies, the Cartwright Act should be 
updated to be more stringent with respect to large 
technology companies without being hampered 
by consideration of purported procompetitive 
benefits. echnolo  has ad anced man  times 
over since the Cartwright Act was enacted in 1907. 
Emerging technologies such as AI, machine learning 
and large language models can mitigate collective 
action or coordination problems which limit the 
ability of human beings to maintain monopoly or 
supracompetitive prices. Anticompetitive single-
firm cond ct is possible at nprecedented speed 
and scale by taking advantage of these emergent 
technologies. Indeed, advances in algorithmic prices 
have already led to new and faster methods of 
anticompetiti e m lti-firm cond ct. Ad ances in A s 
and large language models and the concentration 
already occurring in that space also represent a 
potential new in ection point for competition. 
Part III will address why, as opposed to making 
the Cartwright Act more lax, it should rather 
be strengthened and sharpened to address the 
changing digital markets without necessitating any 
balancin  of procompetiti e benefits.

II. THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

The idea that any revision of the Cartwright Act 
must include consideration for procompetitive 
benefits rather than st anticompetiti e harm ma  
lead to conclusions unwarranted by the facts. First, 
antitrust analysis already takes procompetitive 
factors into account, so any revision of the 
Cartwright Act should strictly be more stringent 
rather than build in room to wiggle.8 The Cartwright 
Act, like the Sherman Act, “has been interpreted 
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to permit by implication those restraints found to 
be reasonable.”9 Indeed, the Cartwright Act itself 
embeds a caveat that it is not meant to restrain 
procompetitive restraints: “It is not unlawful to 
enter into agreements or form associations or 
combinations, the purpose and effect of which is to 
promote, encourage or increase competition in any trade 
or industry, or which are in furtherance of trade.”10 

en pres min  that sin le-firm cond ct or mar et 
consolidation can lead to increased competition in 
inno ation  that p rported stification will be ta en 
into account as the current analytical framework is 
constructed without any need to embed it formally 
into statute.11

The idea that market concentration can lead  
to innovation seems a bit counterintuitive.  
“[T]echnology markets are—in the end—just product 
markets,”12 and it has long been recognized that 
markets with few rivals permit coordination either 
overtly or tacitly to achieve supracompetitive 
prices (and other anticompetitive effects including 
suppressed innovation).13 In what instances 
therefore would otherwise anticompetitive behavior 
lead to increased innovation?

We start with the economic rationale as to 
why competition begets innovation with the 
necessary caveat that evaluation of procompetitive 

stifications is necessaril  fact specific.14 
Anticompetitive conduct restricting supply 
can, for example, hypothetically lead to higher 
quality of service. This rationale in the technology 
context is fairly intuitive, however: competitors 
are incentivized to innovate and produce better 
products and services in order to attract more 
cons mers. mall inno ati e firms can row into 
larger ones, offering more competition at scale. 
Conversely, when markets are concentrated, 
lar er firms ma  be able to le era e more f ndin  
to research and development which can lead to 
further innovation. But when large companies 
ac ire the small inno ati e firm  that possibilit  
could be eliminated. Indeed, there is evidence 
that this is precisely what is happening. Meta, 
Alphabet, Microsoft, and Apple have made more 
than 500 acquisitions since their founding.15 And as 

described more fully below, evidence suggests that 
these mergers do not lead to the development of 
the ac ired prod ct  b t rather sti e inno ation. 
The evidence thus does not bear out baking in an 
additional consideration for procompetiti e benefits 
with respect to technology companies.

Second, a proposal to include statutory 
consideration of procompetiti e stifications in 
the context of technology companies suggests that 
the California antitrust laws as written does not 
adequately promote innovation or the personal 
freedom of individuals to start businesses in that 
same context. But this seems to be belied by 
the empirical number of startups with roots in 
California.16 California, even with its relatively broad 
and rigorous antitrust regime, is still appealing to 
innovators and entrepreneurs. Indeed, California is 
routinely near the top of lists of total startup funding 
or per-capita startup funding.17 As explained by the 
California Supreme Court, while certainly true that 
the “[a]ntitrust laws are designed primarily to aid the 
cons mer  a nother beneficiar  of antitr st law is 
the competitor himself.”18 Thus, the antitrust laws 
at least as understood by the California Supreme 
Court exist not only to protect the consumer, but 
also the nascent competitor. Failing to regulate the 
monopolist can nip competitors in the bud, resulting 
in a less competitive environment. Ensuring that the 
antitrust laws are rigorously enforced, especially to 
mitigate market concentration, serves those goals 
as entrepreneurs would be competitors to the large 
tech companies and should receive protection from 
the largest tech companies.

Third, it has long been recognized that price is not 
the only metric through which competition can 
be harmed. Courts have long recognized other 
anticompetitive harms such as harms to innovation.19 
Amending the Cartwright Act to further protect 
competiti e benefits for technology will only lead 
to the mar et dominance of select firms. he iss e 
here is that companies “that once were scrappy, 
underdog startups that challenged the status quo 
have become the kinds of monopolies we last saw 
in the era of oil barons and railroad tycoons.” 20 
Thus, it would be inapposite and out of step with the 
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purpose of antitrust law to incorporate an explicit 
mandate to consider procompetiti e stifications in 
the technology context in the Cartwright Act given 
that it would be a boon to the companies who enjoy 
market dominance.

III. THE NEED FOR CONSIDERATION OF 
PROCOMPETITIVE JUSTIFICATIONS 
IS BELIED BY EMPIRICAL 
FACTUAL EVIDENCE

n the sin le firm conte t  the ac isition of 
nascent competitors by large companies wielding 
si nificant mar et power can lead to anticompetiti e 
conditions.21 There is no real dispute that the 
dominant tech firms ha e en a ed in n mero s 
acquisitions. Facebook, Google, Amazon, Microsoft 
and Apple are engaged in a strategy of buying up 
nascent competitors.22 he d rabilit  of these firms  
market dominance harms consumers because it 
reduces the ability of consumers to obtain not only 
competitively priced goods or services, but also 
high quality, variety, and goods and services. 23 The 
current system of large companies swallowing up 
nascent competitors sti es rather than prom l ates 
innovation, and so any revision of the Cartwright 
Act should take aim at these companies without 
an  consideration for procompetiti e benefits 
unsupported by evidence.24

In June 2019, the House Committee on the 
Judiciary initiated an investigation into the state of 
competition in online businesses. The committee 
collected evidence from Amazon, Apple, Facebook 
and Google, as well as third parties. The report’s 
findin s corroborated what man  had alread  
s spected. As described in the report  a si nificant 
part of the strategy of these large tech companies is 
to acquire nascent competitors in order to maintain 
their market power. For example, Mark Zuckerberg 
told aceboo s former Chief inancial fficer  
“the purpose of acquiring nascent competitors like 
Instagram was to neutralize competitive threats and 
to maintain Facebook’s position.”25 This statement 
is incredibly problematic because it evidences 
precisel  the inno ation sti in  that antitr st laws 

see  to pre ent  namel  the sn ffin  o t of potential 
competitors and innovative products before they 
have a chance to fully mature.26

As another example, Google acquired Waze 
in 2013.27 Market competitors viewed Google 
and Waze as close competitors in the “highly 
concentrated” market for navigable digital 
map databases and turn-by-turn navigation 
applications.28 Indeed, Waze was viewed “as the only 
firm meanin f ll  positioned to dislod e oo le 

aps . . . .  oam ardin  a e s C  had also stated 
that Waze was “the only reasonable competition” 
to Google Maps.29 This led to the suggestion that 
Google was intending to acquire Waze in order to 
squash a potential competitor. Post-acquisition, the 
Google and Waze teams have remained separate and 
“Google has used Waze as an ads guinea pig.” Bardin 
later wrote that “We could have probably grown 
faster and m ch more efficientl  had we sta ed 
independent” and that Google imposed constraints 
on Waze.30

It is certainly true that the dominance of Google, 
Amazon, Facebook, and Apple provides certain 
benefits to societ . 31 t a si nificant cost has been 
levied on consumers because of the entrenched 
dominance of a select few firms.32 The result is a 
dearth of innovation because these companies 
eliminate potential competitors who may beget 
better and more innovative products, and, even after 
acquisition, acquired products and services are left 
to wither on the vine rather than grow.

he lar est tech firms en o in  monopol  power 
in their relevant markets have been engaged in a 
series of anticompetitive mergers.33 They have done 
so by acquiring nascent competitors to discontinue 
their target’s innovation projects and preempt 
future competition.34 The impact of this catch, kill, 
or envelope strategy is product deterioration.35 As 
is becoming more recognized, price is not the only 
metric that is indicative of monopoly power, so is the 
ability to erode consumer privacy without prompting 
a market response.36 A platform’s ability to abuse 
its consumers’ privacy without suffering the loss 
of consumers is indicative of an anticompetitive 
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environment.37 Because consumers suffer from 
decreased privacy protection coupled with the 
meteoric rise of misinformation, consumers bear the 
brunt of this unfettered anticompetitive behavior.38 
The effect of these mergers is that nascent tech 
companies are prevented from entering respective 
markets while entrenching the market power of the 
select few.39

Acquisitions of nascent competitors is not the only 
way the largest tech companies use their market 
power to favor themselves. Given that many of them 
are platforms, they are able to serve as gatekeepers 
of the platform for their own benefit. or e ample  
Amazon enjoys entrenched market power in the 
U.S. online retail market. 40 Amazon has built its 
success in part by hamstringing small to medium 
size businesses who are forced to use Amazon or 
fold.41 To put Amazon’s market dominance into 
perspective, of the “2.3 million active third-party 
sellers on its mar etplace worldwide . . .abo t  
percent of them . . .rel  on Ama on as their sole 
source of income. 42 Another disturbing reality with 
Amazon is that Amazon Web Services functions 
as the “critical infrastructure for many businesses 
with which Amazon competes.”43 Amazon, through 
its control of the “Buy Box,” the window which is 
used for customers to purchase items when they 
search for products, is able to choose winners and 
losers.44 Amazon does this through the enormous 
amounts of data it is able to collect through the Buy 
Box. Amazon also gives its own products favorable 
treatment relative to competing sellers through 
self-preferencing product placement on the Buy 
Box. The House Subcommittee Report describes 
examples of sellers who created new top-selling 
products whose ideas were copied by Amazon, 
which then offered a competing product under its 
private label and took over the Buy Box, making it 
impossible to compete.45

Amazon is not the only company that engages 
in self-preferencing. Apple too was described 
to engage in self-preferencing on the App Store 
through a practice known as “Sherlocking.”46 Apple 
dominates the mobile operating system market with 
its iOS system.47 Apple uses its entrenched position 

“to create and enforce barriers to competition 
and discriminate against and exclude rivals while 
preferencing its own offerings.”48 For example, 
Apple engages in a strategy of misappropriating 
“competitively sensitive information and charging 
app developers supra-competitive prices within 
the App Store.”49 Developers have further alleged 
that Apple abuses its position as the provider of 
iOS and the operator of the App Store to collect 
competitively sensitive information about popular 
apps and then build competing apps or integrate 
popular functionality into iOS.50

Google likewise appears to self-preference its 
own services. Documents showed that Google 
“developed a multi-pronged strategy” which 
included: “(1) misappropriating third-party content; 
and (2) privileging Google’s own services while 
demoting those of third parties.”51 For example, 
Google built a competing vertical search engine 
to compete with Yelp. When Yelp asked Google 
to remove its proprietary content from Google’s 
competing service, Google responded the only way 
that was possible was to remove Yelp from Google’s 
general results entirely. “Yelp relied so heavily on 

oo le for ser traffic that the compan  co ld 
not afford to be delisted-a fact that Google likely 
knew.”52

As described above, it seems apparent that the 
largest technology companies have not been using 
their market power as incubators for innovation, 
but rather to eliminate nascent competitors. The 
empirical evidence does not seem to support the 
idea that while the Cartwright Act certainly needs to 
be stren thened to e plicitl  acco nt for sin le-firm 
conduct, any temptation to consider innovation as a 
procompetitive defense should be approached with 
skepticism in order to ensure the largest companies 
do not use any such consideration to protect 
themselves from scrutiny.
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IV. THE REVISION TO THE CARTWRIGHT 
ACT SHOULD ACCOUNT FOR NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES THAT FACILITATE 
ANTICOMPETITIVE CONDUCT

Beyond the empirical examples of a few of the 
lar est firms wieldin  their o tsi ed power to 
eliminate emerging competition, the growth and 
development of new technologies also creates the 
risk of new means of anticompetitive activity at a 
scale not possible before. he abilit  of firms to now 
coordinate and move at previously unheard of speed 
has already led to unprecedented concentration 
for the lar est technolo  firms. 53 he in ence 
of changing technology is shifting the landscape 
of competitive markets globally. While leaps in 
technology can be causes for celebration, they 
can also encourage and facilitate new means of 
anticompetitive behavior which the antitrust laws, as 
currently constructed, may be ill-equipped to face.

or e ample  artificial intelli ence emplo in  
algorithmic pricing is one of these fast-developing 
new technologies.54 While it is certainly true that 
the rowth of A  offers man  potential benefits  
A  also creates new wa s for firms to beha e 
anticompetitively. On the one hand, AI may allow 
firms to respond immediatel  to chan in  mar et 
conditions or competitor pricing. On the other 
hand  A  ma  facilitate price-fi in  arran ements 
at speeds not possible before and while mitigating 
coordination issues that make such schemes apt to 
fall apart when done in analog.

n the m lti-firm conte t  al orithmic pricin  and 
coordination may (and perhaps according to some, 
may have already) lead to a potential catastrophe 
for consumers.55 A traditional agreement may 
be hard to prove when algorithms are involved 
because establishing communication between 
two independent actors may be impossible. It is a 
basic tenet of economics that members of a cartel 
all have an incentive to cheat because even pricing 
slightly under the agreed-upon price will increase 
the cheatin  firm s profits. etectin  a cheatin  
firm s lower prices is critical for a cartel s s r i al. 
Algorithmic pricing can make detection of lower 

prices easier. Because “the digital world increasingly 
overcomes the limitations making it easier to 
reach agreements, monitor compliance, and apply 
immediate sanctions, the law will axiomatically 
capture fewer instances of coordination than it did 
before.”56

Government regulators expressed concern 
about the anti-competitive implications of using 
algorithmic pricing. While serving as Chairperson 
of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Maureen 
Ohlhausen is quoted:

Imagine a group of competitors sub-contracting 
their pricing decisions to a common, outside agent 
that pro ides al orithmic pricin  ser ices. ach firm 
communicates its pricing strategy to the vendor, 
and the vendor then programs its algorithm to 
re ect the firm s pricin  strate . t beca se the 
same o tside endor now has confidential price 
strategy information from multiple competitors, it 
can program its algorithm to maximize industry-
wide pricin . n effect  the firms themsel es don t 
directly share their pricing strategies, but that 
information still ends up in common hands, and that 
shared information is then used to maximize market-
wide prices. Again, this is fairly familiar territory 
for antitrust lawyers, and we even have an old-
fashioned term for it, the hub-and-spoke conspiracy. 
57

n the sin le-firm conte t  the de elopment and 
implementation of machine learning and large 
language models also decrease transactional costs 
for businesses that deploy them. And the knowledge 
and skill required to build these models are also 
becomin  concentrated in onl  a few firms. roadl  
large language models, which are a type of “AI’s,” 
ingest vast amounts of text in order to remember 
patterns and structures of the input in order to 
generate outputs in response to inputs.58 These 
large language models then serve as the basis for 
new digital applications, many of which are being 
implemented by the largest tech companies.59

Although large language models offer new 
opportunities for innovation, they are also incredibly 
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resource intensive. They are hardware intensive, 
generally requiring multitudes of computers and 
ser ers  the  re ire si nificant data speciali ation in 
order to collect and curate the massive data required 
to “train” these large language models; and they 
require the coding expertise necessary to create a 
user-friendly interface to access the large language 
model. This expertise can be costly, and represent 
si nificant barriers to entr  in order to create and 
deploy a large language model. According to some 
estimates, it may cost $500 million for the hardware 
and another $500 million to train a model.60

Each of these categories of requisite investment also 
represent a point of potential market concentration. 
For example, because of the astronomical 
computational power required to host a large 
language model, very few companies can provide 
those services. Reportedly, up to 80-90% of early 
round venture capital is spent with the so-called “Big 
3” cloud providers: Amazon Web Services, Google’s 
Cloud Platform, and Microsoft’s Azure.61 Likewise, 
because large language models are only as good as 
the data used to train them, having access to real-
time access to relevant data is important in order to 
ensure responses are accurate and not erroneous 
“hallucinations.” Accordingly, many of the large tech 
monopolies have a head-start given their already 
extensive data-collection practices.62 Furthermore, 
the knowledge and expertise necessary to create 
a large language model is extremely specialized 
and limited.

Indeed, the market concentration is already being 
borne out. According to a 2023 study performed 
by the Large European AI Models initiative, roughly 
86% of large language models emerged from the 
private sector many from the same corporate 
players such as Google, Meta and Microsoft,63 
with 13% from the academic sector.64 And given 
that AI appears to have strong network effects 
and economies of scale, e.g., a company with more 
infrastructure can host better models, better 
models attract better engineers, which then lead 
to better models and increased profits  this mar et 
concentration is likely to increase over time, not 

to mention, create a new walled garden for large 
technology companies to gatekeep.

Courts are already being confronted with antitrust 
cases involving these emergent technologies, at 
least in the conspiracy context. In United States v. 
Topkinş  individuals reached an explicit agreement 
to se an al orithm to fi  prices  i.e.  the  sed an 
al orithm to facilitate their pre-arran ed price fi in  
conspiracy.65 The application of the law in that case 
is fairly clear—the ringleaders of the anticompetitive 
agreement made an agreement to use an algorithm 
to coordinate i.e.  fi  prices. t what if the role of 
the humans is more complex? What if, for example, 
an oligopoly adheres to an algorithm that reacts to 
changes in market conditions in real-time?

Further, while there has not yet been a case 
the author is aware of challenging the use of a 
lar e lan a e model in a sin le-firm conte t  
governmental regulators are already beginning to 
notice their potential anticompetitive effects.66 
Given the high barriers to entry and economies of 
scale, it seems like a challenge is on the horizon. 
It also is fair to say that the Cartwright Act is not 
equipped to deal with these complexities now and 
should be updated to account for it. Conclusion

California has already been and likely will continue 
to be a hotbed for innovation. Part of that success 
can be attributed to the Cartwright Act and its 
commitment to preserving competition. The law, 
however, must be tweaked and adjusted in response 
to ever changing technology, especially in light of 
actual empirical evidence. And the evidence we 
have seen indicates that the largest technology 
firms ha e been wieldin  their mar et power to 
sti e rather than facilitate inno ation. h s  the 
Cartwright Act should be strengthened to account 
for the rapid change in technology and the growing 
litan  of anticompetiti e sin le-firm cond ct b  
the lar est firms. rther  the impet s to consider 
procompetiti e benefits in the technolo  conte t 
with respect to any update of the Cartwright Act 
would be unnecessary and perhaps even misguided. 
Given the growing risks of further developing 
technology, such as the ability of AI to employ 
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algorithmic pricing and thereby create new means 
to coordinate at ever-faster speeds, or to help 
concentrate market power even further, these large 
firms ma  become so entrenched that the  ma e 
an  meanin f l competition e en more diffic lt. o 
the extent innovation and the personal freedom of 
individuals to start their own businesses should be 
taken to account, it should be done so in favor of 
strengthening the antitrust laws against the largest 
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